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Abstract— A number of modeling approaches are being used to design web applications.However, they mostly focus on design aspects 
and many a times they are unable to meet the real goal and expectations of the users. Goal Oriented Requirement Engineering is a 
popular approach for Information system development but has not been explored much for Web applications. Goal driven requirements 
analysis helps in capturing stakeholders’ goals very finely, they enhance the requirements analysis in many ways, as the requirement 
clarification and the conflicts between requirements can be detected at an early stage  and design alternatives can be evaluated and 
selected to suit the require ments. In this paper, we take a step from the requirements phase to the design phase. While adheringto the 
web based goal oriented requirements engineering in the first phase we move to the A-OOH design models using a model transformation 
strategy to derive web specific design models supported by a UML profile. This helps in seamlessly generating the web specific design 
models namely the content, navigation, presentation, business process and adaptivity models. In this paper the focus is on transformation 
of WebGRL Presentation model to its Presentation design model. The model transformation approach aims at automatic transformation of 
the repeatedly refined and resolved alternatives presented by us in the WEBGRE framework as an input to the design models supported 
by a UML profile. This would lead to a better design and high quality of product development which captures the stakeholders’ goals very 
closely. 

Index Terms— Design Presentation Diagram, Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering, Model Transformation,  Presentation Design 
Model, UML Profile,Web Engineering, WebGRL.  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
EB APPLICATIONS are being   developed everyday 
however they are mostly done in an adhoc manner as 
such they do not lay emphasis on the Requirements 

engineering phase of the software development. Like the tra-
ditional information systems, where Requirements analysis is 
given utmost importance amongst all the phases, with web 
applications the focus is usually more on the presentation. 
Web applications involve multiple stakeholders, and the size 
and purpose of the applications are also varied [1]. Many ap-
proaches have been developed for Goal oriented Require-
ments Engineering for generic systems [2],[ 3], [4]. However, 
the notations and models developed for generic applications 
do not address very important issues of web applications like 
navigation, adaptation etc. Some work has been done by re-
searchers [5], [6], [7],[8] on web engineering approaches taking 
into account the Goal driven analysis, but many concepts of 
goal driven analysis like design rationale, conflict resolution, 
goal prioritization have been surpassed and not taken in totali-
ty. For enhancing the requirements engineering activities in-
volved in web application development, GOREWEB: Goal 
Oriented Requirements Engineering for Web applications 
framework offers goal oriented requirement analysis of web 
applications[9]. GOREWEB model extends the concepts of 
User Requirements Notation (URN) for comprehensive study 
of web application requirements. URN [10],[ 11] refers to User 
Requirements Notation. It is currently the only standard that 
combines goals and scenarios in one notation. It is a combina-
tion of two notations GRL (Goal Requirements Language) and 
UCM (Use Case Maps). User Requirements notation aims to 

capture goals and decision rationale that finally shape  
GOREWEB Framework for Goal Oriented Requirements a 
system and model dynamic systems where behavior may 
change at run time. GRL is Goal Requirements Language that 
focuses on Goal analysis. It help in defining the goals includ-
ing the non-functional requirements, evaluating them, resolv-
ing conflicts etc. UCM stands for Use Case Maps that are the 
visual notation for scenarios. UCM notation employs scenario 
paths to illustrate causal relationships among responsibilities. 
 
Numerous languages and notations have been developed over 
the years to model goals and their relationships in an explicit 
way.  More recently, the Goal-oriented Requirement Language 
(GRL) has become an internationally recognized standard for 
goal-oriented modeling, as part of a new Recommendation of 
the International telecommunications Union named User Re-
quirements Notation (URN) . URN being the latest and standard-
ized notation for Goal and Scenario based requirements analy-
sis, our work is based on this notation. An extended form of 
GOREWEB framework called WebGRE framework is being 
used as the basis for this work[12]. We use the  refined 
WebGRL  diagram of the WebGRE approach as an input to the 
model transformation approach to transform seamlessly from 
the requirements engineering phase to the design phase. The 
advantage of using the WebGRE approach is that most of the 
problems have already been tackled in the requirements engi-
neering  detailed analysis phase and we have a  very refined 
input to our transformation approach. 
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A number of approaches exist for web design  like the Object-
Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [13],[14] and 
its successor, the Semantic Hypermedia Design Method  
[15],[16] that allow the concise specification and implementa-
tion of web applications. This is achieved on the basis of con-
ceptual, navigation and interface aspects of these applications, 
alongwith the mapping of these models into running applica-
tions, in different environments. Another hypermedia design 
approach is the WebML (Web Modeling Language) [17], [18] it 
is a visual language for specifying the content structure of a 
Web application and the organization and display of contents 
in one or more hypertexts. There is also the UWE approach 
[19], [20] this is an object oriented approach which has as a 
unique feature i.e.  it’s Unified Modelling Language [21] com-
pliance as UWE is defined in the form of a UML profile and is 
an extension of the UML meta-model. The fundamentals of 
this approach are standard UML notations, the precise defini-
tion of the method and the specification of constraints is done 
with the OCL language to ensure the precision of the models.  
The Hera methodology of Houben et al [ 22] is a model-driven 
methodology for designing and developing web applications. 
It incorporates web navigation specification in connection 
with the data intensive nature of the web application in its 
presentation generation phase. Hera’s integration and data 
retrieval phase also takes into account the selection and re-
trieval of data from the storage part of the application. This 
also includes transformation of the data from these sources 
into the format used in the web application. 
 
Our approach is different from the design applications stated 
above as we use the WebGRE Framework for Goal Oriented 
User Requirements. The use of goal driven requirements anal-
ysis helps in capturing stakeholders’ goals very finely, they 
enhance the requirements analysis in many ways, as the re-
quirement clarification and the conflicts between requirements 
can be detected early and design alternatives can be evaluated 
and selected to suit the requirements. The output of the 
WebGRE Framework is used as the transformation input to 
derive the design models supported by a UML profile. In all 
these approaches listed above they lack the flawless transition 
from the requirements phase to the design phase where due 
emphasis has not been given to the requirements phase. Pres-
ently, effort for requirement analysis in Web engineering is 
rather focused on the system and the needs of the users are 
figured out by the designer. This scenario leads us to websites 
that do not assure real user requirements and goals, thus pro-
ducing user disorientation and comprehension problems. 
There may appear development and maintenance problems 
for designers, since costly, time-consuming and rather non-
realistic mechanisms (e.g. surveys among visitors) should be 
developed to improve the already implemented website, thus 
increasing the initial project budget. The main benefit of our 
point of view is that the designer will be able to make deci-
sions from the very beginning of the development phase. 
These decisions could affect the structure of the envisioned 
website in order to satisfy needs, goals, interests and prefer-
ences of each user or user type. Also we develop five design 

models from the BasewebGRL diagram in the requirements 
phase which helps in giving a detailed picture from different 
perspectives related to the web applications in the design 
phase. Further, the transition of the design models to a UML 
compliant UML Profile aids in platform independant devel-
opment of the product.  
 
 As a part of the WebGRE framework we have enhanced the 
GRL Metamodel to the WebGRL Metamodel of Sangeeta, 
Punam and Shailey [23] presented briefly in the next section. 
Thereafter we present the A-OOH approach used by us for 
design models. In section 4 we present the Enhanced A-OOH 
based Design Presentation Model and its elements. In Section 
5 the transformation rules and the method to derive the A-
OOH presentation model is given, we also present the UML 
Profile for the DPD in this section. Further, in section 6 we 
present a case study of transformation of an online bookstore 
presentation webGRL diagram to the enhanced A-OOH De-
sign Presentation diagram. In the last section we present the 
conclusion and future work. 

2 WEBGRL METAMODEL 
 
The GRL Metamodel has been enhanced  for representing web 
specific functional and non-functional requirements through a 
goal driven approach, we have  presented the  Web specific 
User Requirements Notation in [9], which is enhanced from 
URN and the final metamodel used by us is represented by 
the WebGRL metamodel shown in the figure 1 below. 
WebGRL metamodel consists of Intentional Elements and 
Links. The intentional elements are Goal, Softgoal, Task, and 
Resource. The Goals and softgoals have been enhanced from 
GRL notation to suit the web specific needs.  The notation has 
been enhanced to incorporate Web specific functional and 
non-functional requirement. The tasks & resources are repre-
sented in a similar way as in GRL. WebGRL notation also con-
sists of links that connect two or more intentional elements. 
They are decomposition links, contribution links, dependency 
links and means end links. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.  1 WebGRL Meta model 

After the BaseWebGRL diagram has been generated, for de-
tailed analysis, it is refined for each functional requirement 
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category of NFR i.e. for Content, Navigation, Presentation, 
Business Process and Adaptivity requirements.This results in 
web specific GRL diagrams. Thereafter using our transfor-
mation approach we transform these web requirements ex-
pressed using the GORE into the web design phase using the 
A-OOH method to generate the five models:- 

• Domain Model 
• Navigation Model 
• Presentation Model 
• Adaptation Model 
• Business Process Model 

The details of the refined WebGRL diagrams is given  in 
[12].In this paper we focus on the Presentation webGRL dia-
gram transformation,the Domain and the navigation model 
transformations have already been dealt with in [23]. A num-
ber of UML Profiles or UML compliant approaches exist for 
transformation from requirement phase to design phase like 
UWE, OOH, and OOHDM for web engineering. However, A-
OOH modeling method is very close to our approach so we 
have adopted the A-OOH methodology for the transfor-
mation to the design phase. The characteristics of the A-OOH 
model used for transformation from the requirements phase 
expressed in web specific GRL models to the design models is 
explained in the next section below. 

 

3 THE A-OOH MODEL 
 
In this section, we briefly present the A-OOH (Adaptive Object 
Oriented Hypermedia method) [24]. A-OOH is the extension of 
the OO-H modeling method [25], which includes the defini-
tion of adaptation strategies. We have further enhanced the A-
OOH model in order to ensure that the transformation of spe-
cific WebGRL models is flawless and all the elements of the 
WebGRL model are well represented in the enhanced A-OOH 
design models. This approach has also been extended with 
UML-profiles so all the conceptual models are UML-
compliant. The existing A-OOH methodology is explained 
briefly below. 
A-OOH case considers the following workflows: 
1. Requirements: In this stage the requirements for each type 
of user are gathered, including the personalization (adapta-
tion) requirements. 
2. Analysis and Design: In this stage all the activities related 
to the analysis and design of the software product are includ-
ed: 
a. Domain Analysis: From the user requirements and the de-
signer knowledge of the domain, the relevant concepts for the 
application are gathered. 
b. Domain Design: The domain analysis model has to be refined 
in consecutive iterations with new helper classes, attribute 
types, parameters in the methods… etc. 
c. Navigation Design: The domain information is the main input 
for the design navigation activity, where the navigational 
paths are defined to fulfil the different functional require-

ments and the organization of that information in abstract 
pages. 
d. Presentation Design: Once the logic structure of the interface 
is defined, OO-H allows specifying the location, appearance 
and additional graphical components for showing the infor-
mation and navigation of each of the abstract pages. 
e. Adaptation Design: In parallel to the other sub-phases an ad-
aptation design phase is performed, which allows to specify 
the adaptation (or personalization) strategies to be performed. 
3. Implementation: Implementation is the following workflow 
considered in A-OOH where the final application is generated. 
 
4. Test: The goal of this workflow is verifying that the imple-
mentation work as intended. 
 

The Steps 1 and 2a are done using WebGRL and the do-
main analysis results in the Web Specific GRL. With the help of 
A-OOH we map the refined analysis models to their respective 
design models. As the considered Web engineering approach 
(A-OOH) is expressed as UML-compliant class diagram they 
have used the extension mechanisms of UML to (i) define a 
profile for using WebGRL within UML; and (ii) extend this 
profile in order to adapt A-OOH to Web specific domain ter-
minology. This approach is very close to the web specific dia-
grams generated in the analysis phase in our previous work so 
we have adopted this approach in this paper and enhanced as 
well as modified it to later on to define the web specific models 
of webgrl in the design phase into their respective design 
models with traceability. This may even lead to enhancement 
and development of our own UML profile later. 

The A-OOH approach is requirement based whereas our 
work is goal oriented therefore in place of task we extend the 
goal as well as softgoals to the stereotypes defined in the A-
OOH approach into navigation, presentation, adaptation, and 
business process stereotypes. The A-OOH model uses the 
adaptive OOH approach to define the domain and the naviga-
tion model from the use case diagrams using domain analysis. 
We differ here by gathering the requirements and using GORE 
approach to develop webgrl diagrams using grl approach for 
web applications, we do the requirements specification and 
analysis and use A-OOH only for the design phase to generate 
the domain model, navigation model and the presentation 
model. In future we will enhance it to represent the business 
process and adaptation models and a UML profile to support 
these. 

4 THE PRESENTATION DESIGN 
After analyzing and modeling the requirements of the website 
with the help of the WebURN tool presented in the paper [26] 
we have a good design alternative with conflicts resolved rep-
resented by web specific grl diagrams. Once the requirements 
have been defined using the WebGRL diagram a transfor-
mation strategy can be used to derive the conceptual, naviga-
tional and presentation models for the website. The transfor-
mation strategy uses a set of rules to transform these web spe-
cific diagrams into the Domain model (DM), in which the 
structure of the domain data is defined, a Navigation model, in 
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which the structure and behavior of the navigation view over 
the domain data is defined, and finally a Presentation model, in 
which the layout of the generated hypermedia presentation is 
defined. To be able to model personalization at design time 
two additional models are needed: a Adaptation model, in 
which personalization strategies and the structure of infor-
mation needed for personalization is described, and a Business 
Process model, in which the business processes related to the 
business of the web application are defined which are ex-
pressed using a UML compliant UML profile for the WebGRL.  
In this paper we focus on the seamless transformation of the 
Presentation WebGRL Diagram to the Presentation Design 
model. The Domain and Navigation models have been dis-
cussed already in detail in [22]. However, a skeleton of the 
Presentation, Adaptation and Business Process could also be 
generated from the requirements specification which will be 
presented in the later work by enhancement to the A-OOH 
approach. 
 
During the presentation design, the concepts related with the 
abstract structure of the site and the specific details of presen-
tations are gathered. The Presentation Model is defined in this 
activity. It is captured by one or more Design Presentation 
Diagrams (i.e. DPDs). There should be one DPD for each NAD 
defined in the system as described in [22]. In this section the 
DPD is presented describing its main elements, and then the 
MOF metamodel in which the DPD is based is described.  

4.1   The Enhanced Design Presentation Diagram  
 
The basis of the enhanced DPD described below is the A-OOH 
DPD. However as per the requirements of the WebGRL dia-
gram and to ensure faultless transformation from WebGRL 
diagrams to A-OOH based models we have enhanced the ex-
isting A-OOH DPD to the Enhanced Design Presentation dia-
gram (i.e.EDPD). The enhanced version EDPDP and its model-
ling elements are described below. The EDPD main objectives 
are: 
 

• To provide the page structure of the Website, group-
ing the NAD Navigational Nodes into presentation 
Pages. These Presentation Pages are abstract pages, 
which in the final implementation can be represented 
by one or more concrete pages. The designer can add 
static pages also directly on the DPD. This is repre-
sented in the level 0 of the DPD. 

• The second goal is to describe the layout and style of 
each page of the interface. The designer should de-
cide which interface components are going to be in 
the page and where are they going to be positioned. 
Moreover, he can modify the individual structure of 
the pages and add static elements directly on the 
DPD. This is represented in the level 1 of the DPD, 
exploding each of the abstract pages previously de-
fined in the level 0.Once the DPD has been refined, a 
Web application front-end, either static or dynamic, 
can be generated for the desired environment de-

pending on the restrictions of the target platform. 
The main modelling elements of the DPD are de-
scribed next. We classify them into level zero or level 
one depending on where they can be defined. 

 
 
 
4.1.1 Main Elements in the Level Zero of the DPD  
As aforementioned this level provides the page structure of 
the Website, grouping the NAD navigational Nodes into 
Presentation Pages. Moreover new static pages can be added 
to this level. We enhance the existing DPD of A-OOH to repre-
sent the following:- 
 

• Presentation page 
This element represents an abstract page which can be 
a Server Page or a Client Page which has an associat-
ed Presentation model where we define all the com-
ponents shown in that page. It is represented as a 
UML Package with the stereotype <<Presentation 
Page>> as in fig. 2. Inside this package the Presenta-
tion Model attached to the Presentation Page is 
shown. 
 

<< Presentation 
Page >>
Home

 
 

Fig. 2 Presentation Page 
 
 
• Server Page is used to specify content generated 

using a server script. 
• Client Page is used to specify content generated 

using a client script which is presented or dis-
played in a target window or frame. The position 
of the content on the presentation page is given 
by the window, frame or framesets. 

• Target is an abstract class used to generalize the 
concept of window and frame on which the 
presentation page is displayed. 

• Window is the area of the user interface where 
presentational interface components are dis-
played. The notation is a UML class with the ste-
reotype <<Window>> as we can see in Fig. 3 be-
low. 

 
All the elements described above are presented in the 
fig 3 below. 
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Presentation Page

Server Page Client Page
builds

Target

displayed

Client ScriptServer Script

Frameset Window

 
.  
 
Fig. 3 Main Elements in the Level 0 of the DPD 
 
• Page Chunk 
The Page Chunk element represents a fragment of an 
abstract page which has associated a Presentation 
model where the components shown in this fragment 
are defined. This fragment can be reused in the differ-
ent pages that compose the Web application. In this 
way we avoid to make several diagrams of common 
parts to all or some of the pages. It is represented as a 
UML Package with the stereotype <<Page Chunk>> 
in fig. 4. Inside this package the Presentation Model 
attached to the Page Chunk is shown. 
 

<<Page Chunk>>
Menu

 
Fig. 4  Page Chunk 

 
• FrameSet, Frame 
The FrameSet element represents a set of frames in 
which the browser window can be divided. In this 
way we provide the designer the possibility of using a 
frame based design for his application. It is represent-
ed as a UML class with the stereotype <<FrameSet>> 
as seen in fig 5. The Frame element represents a frame 
that is part of a FrameSet. It is represented with a 
UML class with the stereotype <<Frame>>. FrameSet 
and Frame elements are associated with the <<in-
cludeFrame>> association. 
 

<<Window>>
Web

vv

<<Frame>>
MainRight

<<Frameset>>
Main

<<Frame>>
MainLeft  

 
Fig. 5 Window, FrameSet and Frame elements 
 

4.1.2 Main Elements In the Level One of the DPD  
As already explained, this level goal is to describe the layout 
and style of each page of the interface defined in the level 0. 
Static elements can be added to the pages like static text. 
If we use frames and framesets to present the content on a 
presentation page then each frame or a frameset has a presen-
tation class associated with it.  
 

• Presentation Class  
The Presentation class is a structural unit which con-
tains the user Interface Components shown in fig. 6 
which are to be represented in that frame or frameset. 

N

<<presentation class>>
Class Name

attribute

operation

variants
 

Fig. 6 Presentation Class 
 

• Interface Components are text image video audio 
anchor and forms. 
 Composed Interface Component 

 Anchor- Anchor is a composed interface 
component which contains a simple interface 
component. 

 Simple Interface Component-The simple interface 
components considered are: 
 Image, Text, FormElement (e.g. InputButton, 

InputSubmit…etc) as in fig. 7. 
 

Presentation Class

class: Presentation class

Frame

Interface 
Components

Anchor
Image

Form

Simple Interface 
Components

Composed Interface 
Components

Collection Anchored 
Collection

Text

 
 
Fig. 7 Presentation Class and the Interface Components 

 
• Layout 
Instead of using frames, layouts can be defined for defin-
ing the disposition of the objects visualized in the Web 
page. These layouts can be of three different types: Box-
Layout, BorderLayout and GridBagLayout; each of them 
provides a concrete distribution for its cells. The layouts 
are translated, in last instance, to HTML tables. The differ-
ent types of layouts considered can be nested. 
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 BoxLayout 
BoxLayout either stacks its components on top of each 
other or places them in a row of your choice a typical 
box layout is shown in fig. 8. 
 

Button2

Button1

 
 

Fig. 8-BoxLayout 
 

 BorderLayout 
As the Fig. 9 shows, a BorderLayout has five are-
as in which we can place the different elements of 
a Web page. 

 
 

Fig. 9 BorderLayout 
 

 GridBagLayout 
GridBagLayout is one of the most flexible layout. 
A GridBagLayout places components in a grid of 
rows and columns, allowing specified compo-
nents to span multiple rows or columns. Not all 
rows necessarily have the same height.Similarly, 
not all columns necessarily have the same width. 
Essentially, GridBagLayout places components in 
rectangles (cells) in a grid, and then uses the 
components' preferred sizes to determine how 
big the cells should be. The following fig. 10 
shows an example of a gridbaglayout. As you can 
see, the grid has three rows and three columns. 
The button in the second row spans all the col-
umns; the button in the third row spans the two 
right columns. 
 

Button2Button1 Button3

 
 

Fig. 10  GridBagLayout 
 
• Cell 
A cell represents a component which is part of a layout. 
The cells act as containers for the interface components. 
 

4.2 DPD Metamodel 
The DPD MOF metamodel has been defined to formalize the 
elements of the DPD and the existing associations among 
them as shown in fig. 11. A metamodel defines the language to 
express the model.The main elements of a DPD are the Presen-
tation Nodes and the relationships among them (i.e. Presenta-
tion Links). 
 

Presentation Model
name: string

Presentation Node
name: string

Presentation Link
+nodes +associations

11

0..n 0..n

 
Fig. 11 DPD Main Elements 

 
Two types of presentation nodes are considered depending on 
the level of the DPD. 

Structure Node

Page Chunk

Layout Node

Cell

Presentation 
Page

Presentation Node
name: string

type:Frame Set Type
framespacing: Integer
frameborder: Integer 
0..n

Frameset
Layout

align:Aign type
width: Integer
height: Integer 
cell padding: Integer
cellspacing: Integer
border:Integer
isinitial: boolean

Presentation Class

class: Presentation class

Frame

Window
isintial:boolean

 
Fig. 12 Presentation Node Subtypes 

 
The different types of Structure Nodes considered are as in fig. 
12: Presentation Page, Window, Frame, Frameset, Presentation 
Class and Page Chunk (level zero of the DPD).The types of 
Layout Nodes considered are: Layout and Cell (level 1 of the 
DPD). In a Presentation Model five types of Presentation Links 
can be defined (see fig. 13): 

• Navigates: This relationship can be defined between 
Presentation Page elements. 

• Builds- This relationship is defined between server 
page and client page where a server script is used to 
build the client page. 

• Submit is the relationship between the form and serv-
er page where the input content of the form is submit-
ted to the server page. 

• Contains: This relationship is defined between Presen-
tation Page elements and Page Chunk elements to in-
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dicate a presentation chunk is contained (and shown) 
in one or several Presentation pages. 

• Redirects:-  This relationship can  be defined for a  
Presentation Page that  redirects to itself 

• Displays or Presents:-This relationship can be defined 
between a Presentation Page and its frame elements 
or a window and frame on which the presentation 
page is displayed.  

• IncludeFrame: This relationship can be defined be-
tween FrameSet and Frame elements. 

• IncludeCell; This relationship is defined between Lay-
out and Cell elements. 

 
Presentation Link

Displays
Contains

Navigates
name:string

Builds

Submit

IncludeFrame
Scrolling:ScrollingType
src: String
noresize :Boolean
marginheight:Integer
marginwdth:Integer
size:Integer
number:Integer

IncludeCell
rowspan:Integer
colspan:Integer
row:Integer
col:Integer
Height:Integer
wdth:Integer
align:Aligntype
valign:Valigntype
number:Integer
zone:ZoneBorderLayout

 
Fig. 13 Presentation Link types 

 
Both the WebGrl diagrams and the Enhanced DPD have been 
described so we now proceed to the next section in which we 
define the transformation rules for mapping the Web GRL 
Presentation Diadram to a corresponding Presentation design 
Model. 

5 TRANSFORMATION RULES FOR TRANSFORMATION OF 
PRESENTATION WEBGRL DIAGRAM TO THE DPD OF 
THE ENHANCED A-OOH MODEL 

 
5.1 Transformation Rules  
 
The Transformation Rules defined to derive the  Enhanced 
Presentation Model (EPM) of A-OOH from the presentation 
webGRL diagram of WEBGRE framework are as follows:- 
 

1.  Presentation Goals2Presentation Pages: By using this 
rule, a “home” presentation page is added to the 
model, which is an Interface Component- collection of 
anchors representing a Menu grouping navigational 
links. From the “home” Presentation Class (PC) an 
anchor directs the navigational links to other Presen-
tation Pages with a redirection link to the home page.  
From each presentational goal with an associated con-

tent goal or a resource a Presentational class (PC) is 
derived.  A Presentation Class is required for each 
Navigation Class in The NAD. 
 

2. Presentation Soft Goals2Presentation Class conditions- 
This rule transforms the presentational softgoals with 
satisfaction level value expressed as conditions or 
constraints of the Presentation Class. 
 

3.  Contribution or Navigation2Navigation Link: This rule 
checks navigation between one or more goals, if it is 
detected, then a menu item or an anchor is used to 
navigate to other Presentation pages. If the link is a 
contribution link the contributing subgoals are pre-
sented as Presentation Pages.  An anchor or menu 
item from the root Presentation Page (PP) navigates to 
each of the PPs representing the associated presenta-
tional goals.  
 

4. Decomposition2 Navigation Link : In case of decomposi-
tion links the  number of  navigation links  represent-
ed by anchor or menu item between the super goal  
PP and the subgoal PP is as many as the number of 
decomposed subgoals where each super or sub goal is 
represented by a PP. 
 

5.  Task 2Interface Components with include cell or Include 
Frame link: Tasks linked to presentational goals repre-
sent operations of their presentation class or maybe 
business process goal. They are represented by in-
clude frame include cell or an Interface Component. 
The following interface Components are defined as 
UMLstereotypes: text,anchor,image,video,audio,form, 
collections and anchored collection. Their stereotypes 
and associated icons are defined in (Koch & Mandel, 
1999) 

 
TABLE 1 

TRANSFORMATION FROM PRESENTATION WEBGRL DIA-
GRAM TO PRESENTATION MODEL OR THE DPD. 

 

Presentation 
WebGRL Element 

Enhanced A-OOH 
Presentation Model 

1) Main presenta-
tion Goal 

1) Home Presentation 
page with redirec-
tion link 

2) Presentation 
Goals 

2) Presentation Pages 
with display link 

3) Presentation 
Goals with de-
pendency link 
to resources or 
Content Goal  

3) Window/ Frame at-
tached to a Presenta-
tion Class with In-
terface Components 
to display conent. 

4) Presentation 
Goals with link 
to Navigational 

4) Window/ Frame at-
tached to a Presenta-
tion Class with In-
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Goal terface Components 
to navigate 

5) Presentation 
Soft Goals 

5) Conditions of the 
Presentation Class 

6) Contribution 
Link 

6) Interface component 
Anchor to another 
Presentation Page 

7) Dependency 
Link 

7) Builds, Submits 

8) Decomposition 
Link 

8)  Navigation Links or 
Contains 

9) Tasks with 
Means end link 

9)  Include Frame and 
Include Cell for In-
terface Components 
like text, image, an-
chor, audio, video 
etc. 

 
 
 The Method:- 

1. To derive the DPD we take into account the main 
presentational goal first.This is represented by the 
Main or Home page of the website with Frames, 
Frameset and Presentational Class with Interface 
Components to represent the content of the Home 
Page and have navigation links represented by Inter-
face Component of anchored collection to other 
Presentation Goals represented by Presentation Pag-
es. All Presentation Goals in the Presentation webGRl 
diagrams are represented as Presentation pages with 
Presentation Classes. There is one Presentation Clas-
ses for each Navigation Class in The NAD and Index. 

2. We travel from the main presentational goal to other 
presentational goal by adding an Interface Compo-
nent like anchor or menu item to navigate between 
the presentation goals now represented by Presenta-
tion Pages. 

3. The content for each Presentation Goal is displayed 
by Presentation Class and its Interface Components 
on that Presentation Page. 

4. We move from top to bottom by creating a Presenta-
tional Page for each Presentation Goal with a naviga-
tion link to contain or navigate to other pages. 

5. In case of a presentation Goal with requirements for 
form the Presentation Page must have a display link 
to the Interface Component Form with submit link. 

6. A list or an index is an anchored collection navigating 
to other Presentational pages. 

7.  Presentation Goal with Search use build to generate 
the new Presenation Page each time a search is per-
formed with the help of server pages. 

8. Soft goals are represented as conditions of that 
presentation class of the presentation page to which 
they are attached. They are defined as member condi-
tions on the model elements, presentation class, asso-
ciation or conditions on the attribute of the presenta-
tion class with satisfaction levels. 

 
 
The zero level of the DPD shows how the navigation nodes are 
grouped into abstract pages (and page chunks in the case) in 
the Website. In this case, each of the Navigational Nodes cor-
respond with one Presentation Page, with the presentation 
class corresponding to its resource or the content class and the 
information on the page is represented with the help of Inter-
face Components. 
 

5.2 UML Profile for the DPD  
 
Once the DPD MOF metamodel has been defined, a UML pro-
file is presented from the DPD model for expressing it in UML 
2.0. We present the UML Metamodel below with their UML 
extensions in fig. 14 below. 

• The Structure Nodes defined as an extension of the 
UML class concept are Window, Frame and Frameset, 
Layout, Interface Component, Form, Presentation Class 
and cell.  

• The other two Structure Nodes Presentation Page and 
Page chunk are defined as an extension of the UML 
Package concept. Each of these concepts is represent-
ed by means of a stereotyped class. 

SRPresentation Class

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Presentation Link

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Attribute

SR
<<Stereotype>> 
Presentation Node SRWindow SR

<<Stereotype>> 
Presentation page

SRFrameset

c

SR
Structured Classes:
Classes

SR
Kernel: 
Package

SRKernel:Association

SR
Kernel:
Property

SRDependencies

<<Stereotype>> 

<<Stereotype>>   

<<Stereotype>> 

SRImage
<<Stereotype>> SRText

<<Stereotype>> SRAnchor
<<Stereotype>> SR

Anchored Collection
<<Stereotype>> 

SR
Link

<<Stereotype>> 

SR
Include Frame

<<Stereotype>> 

<<extends>> <<extends>>

c

<<extends>>

<<extends>>

<<extends>>

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Layout

SR
<<Stereotype>>

Interface Components

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Form

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Frame

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Cell

SRCollection
<<Stereotype>> 

SR
Include Cell

<<Stereotype>> 

c

SR
<<Stereotype>> 
Page Chunk

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Form Element

c

c

c

SR<<Stereotype>> 
SubmitsSR<<Stereotype>> 

Builds

SR<<Stereotype>> 
DisplaysSR<<Stereotype>> 

Navigates

c

SR<<Stereotype>> 
Contains

 
 

Fig. 14 The UML Metamodel For the DPD 
 

• The Interface Components Anchor, Image, text, an-
chored Collection and Collection also extends from the 
UML class concept.  

• Analogous to the Interface Components, Forms also 
extend from the UML class concept and its elements 
extend from the UML attributes concept. 

• The DPD Presentation Links IncludeFrame and In-
cludeCell are defined as an extension of the UML As-
sociation metaclass. The IncludeFrame link is repre-
sented with the stereotype <<IncludeFrame>> and 
the IncludeCell link with the stereotype <<Include-
Cell>>. 

• The DPD Presentation Links Navigates and Displays 
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are defined as an extension of the UML Association 
metaclass. The Navigate link is represented with the 
stereotype <<Navigate>> and the Display link with 
the stereotype <<Display>>. 

• The rest of the Presentation links Contains, Builds and 
Submit  are defined as an extension of the UML de-
pendency metaclass and represented with the stereo-
type <Contains>>, <<Builds>> and <<Submit>> re-
spectively . 

 
 

TABLE 2 
UML PROFILE FOR THE DPD 

 
WebGRL 
Model  

Elements 

 

Presenta-
tion 
Model 
Stereo-
type 

Stereo-
typed 
UML 
Metaclass 

1) WebGRL-
spec  

1) Model 1) Model 

2) Actor 2) Presenta-
tion Page 

2) Package 

3) Intention-
alElement 
Goal & Re-
source 

3) Presenta-
tion Class 

3) Class 

4) Intention-
alElement 
Softgoal 

4) Presenta-
tional 
Condition 

4) Con-
straint 

5) Intention-
alElement 
Task  

5) Presenta-
tional 
Class- In-
terface 
Compo-
nents 

5) Class 

6) Im-
portanceTy
pe 

6) Presenta-
tional Im-
Im-
portance 

6) Enumera-
tion 

7) Element-
Link 

7) Link 7) Associa-
tion 

8) Contribu-
tion 

8) Naviga-
tional 
Link 

8) Associa-
tion 

9) Contribu-
tionType 

9) Contribu-
tion type 

9) Associa-
tion 

10) Decompo-
sition 

10) Naviga-
tional 
Link 

10) Associa-
tion 

11) Decompo-
sitionType 

11) Decom-
position 
type 

11) Enumera-
tion 

12) Dependen-
cy 

12) Builds 12) Depend-
ency 

 
  

6 CASE STUDY OF ONLINE BOOKSTORE  
 
We extend the example of the Online Bookstore whose 
WebGRL Presentation diagram is shown below. We apply our 
transformation rules stated in the section 5 above to this 
Presentation WebGRL diagram in fig. 15 to generate the DPD 
for the Online Bookstore.  
 

 

Provide search 
ablility

Search by title

Provide link to 
order form

Search by author List by category

Author

Category 

Books 

Order 

Deals Cart 

Transaction 

Customer 

OR OR OR

Provide shopping 
cartPlace an order 

for a deal

100

80

75

Link to register

Provide request 
form

Manage 
shopping cart

Operations on 
cart

Add item Modify 
cart

Remove 
item

80

80 Link to payment

Present Relevant 
info

Show order form

Show customer 
deals

Show book deals

Present author 
informationPresent book 

information

Display list of 
recommended 

books

Show cart 
operations

Present payment 
options

Display shopping 
cart

Show information 
systematically

Present login 
form

Present 
registration form

Show deals

 
 

 
Fig. 15 The Online BookStore Presentation WebGRL diagram 

 
The main presentation goal of Provide relevant links is present-
ed as per rule1 by the Main or Home page of the website with 
Frames, Frameset and Presentational Class with Interface 
Components to represent the content of the bookstore Home 
Page and have navigation links represented by Interface 
Component of anchored collection to other Presentation Goals 
represented by Presentation Pages as shown in fig. 15. 
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P

<<presentation  page>>
Bookstore  Main  Web Page

Left Frame Right Frame
<<presentation class>> 
Bookstore

<<image>> 
Picture

<<text>>
Name

<<text>>
Email

<<anchored  collection>>
Books

Search by Title

Payment
Order

Search by Author

Category List
Deals Today

Cart

<<presentation class>>
Bookstore Menu

 
 

Fig. 16 BookStore Home Presentation Page 
 
In the second step we trace the navigation links and the 
presentation goals attached to them. The first Presentation 
goal to provide search ability is satisfied by contribution links to 
presentation goals of Search by title, Search by author and List by 
category. All these navigation and contribution links are repre-
sented on the Home page menu as anchors to the respective 
Presentation pages of  Search by title, Search by author and List 
by category. The Presentation goals of Provide Shopping Cart, 
Show Deals, Show Payment form, Provide Payment Link are also 
represented on the Home page menu as anchors to the respec-
tive Presentation pages of Provide Shopping Cart, Show Deals, 
Show Payment form, Provide Payment Link. This gives us the 
transformation of the first level of navigation links and presen-
tation goals in the Presentation webGRL diagram shown in 
Figure – 
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Fig. 18  Level 1 of the DPD for The BookStore Home Presenta-
tion Page. 
 
 

Further contribution links to presentation goals of show book 
deals and show customer deals leads to an anchor in the deal 
Presentation Page to new Presentation Page of Show Deal de-
tails.  
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Fig. 19 Expanded Level 1 of the DPD for The BookStore Home 
Presentation Page 
 
Similarly  following the navigation links from the presentation 
goals of List by category, search by title and search by author lead 
to new presentation pages showing the result of list and 
searches, which may be an anchored collection further leading  
to other new presentation pages which may be forms or search 
results.  Thus detailed refinement of the presentation webgrl 
diagram would give us the final DPD shown in Figures 17 and 
Figure 18 above. 
 

6 CONCLUSION 
A model transformation approach for the presentation webgrl 
extending the WEBGRE framework from the requirements 
phase to the Presentation model of enhanced A-OOH design 
phase has been presented in this paper. The user goals can be 
both hard goals and soft goals.Therefore we need an approach 
that models the softgoals as well as web specific goals in the 
design phase. By applying the model transformation approach 
stated above we capture the goals as well as softgoals in the 
requirements phase and seamlessly transfer them to the de-
sign models suited for web applications along with a UML 
compliant UML profile to support them. The design model 
presented in this paper is the Presentation Model. In future we 
propose to enhance the A-OOH design model to incorporate 
the adaptation and business process models with UML profile 
to support them. This would reduce the probability of risks 
and improve the quality of the product while keeping the 
stakeholders’ goals in mind. 
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